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Abstract— In this paper, the concatenation of convolutional 

codes over ring and Space–Time Block Codes (STBC) is 

proposed for multiuser systems based on the Frequency Division 

Multiple Access (FDMA) method and the transmission signals 

with Continuous-Phase Modulation (CPM). In the presented 

FDMA system, the spacing between adjacent carriers are 

decreased to increase efficiency of accessible frequency band 

utilization. It makes the significant reduction of transmission 

quality due to the occurrence of Inter-Channel Interference 

(ICI). To improve the system performance and reduce the bit 

error rate (BER) a concatenation of CPM modulator, 

convolutional non-binary encoder and STBC encoder has been 

used on the transmitter side. In the receiver we used a low-

complexity iterative algorithm for ICI cancellation a Minimum 

Mean Square Error (MMSE) detector. Finally, the computer 

simulations BER results for proposed solution are described and 

presented.  

Keywords — Inter-Channel Interference; Multiuser Detection, 

Receiver of Continuous-Phase Modulation  

I. INTRODUCTION  

The very important feature of systems using wireless 
transmission is effective band utilization. The next attribute of 
wireless systems is enabling cheap consumer-grade 
transceivers to work with high power efficiency and low power 
consumption. This is the reason why radio transmitters operate 
close the saturation region of power amplifier and an 
appropriate design of the modulation scheme is required in 
order to properly receive the strongly distorted signal. 
Continuous Phase Modulations (CPM) are resistant to 
nonlinearity andiare the modulation classes thatuenable 
obtaining of high spectral efficiency auwirelessusystems [1]. 
Multiuser (MU) CPM systems wherein all users employ a 
portion of the spectrum haveubeenustudieduin, e.g.,u[2],u[3], 
[4], [5]. 

Inuorderutouincrease the reliability andubiturate of 
telecommunication systems, thewmultiantennawMIMO 
techniqueu(Multiple Input Multiple Output) is used more and 
moreuoftenu[6]. Thewtechniquewinvolves multiple antennas 
on the transmitter andwreceiverwsides. Employing the MIMO 
technique in wirelesswsystemsuallows the use of Space Time 
Codes (STC), improvingutransmissionuquality [6]. The one of 
the most popular STC codes and widely used in MIMO 
systemsiare space time block codesi (STBC). The space time 
block codes wereidesigned to achievewtheumaximum diversity 

order for the givenunumberwof transmit and receivewantennas 
subjectwto thewconstraintwof having a simple linear decoding 
algorithm. Space time block codes (STBC) [7] are a 
generalizedwversionwof Alamoutiwschemew [8], butwhave 
the samewkeywfeatures. These codeswareworthogonal and can 
achievewfull transmitwdiversity specified by the number of 
transmitwantennas. wIn [9] andw [10], the authorswstudied 
CPM signals encoded using the so-called orthogonal space-
time codes based on Alamouti’s solution for linear modulations 
[8]. The CPM signalswconcatenatedwwith STBC codes are 
characterized by a low bit error rate attainable at a 
simultaneously low receiverwcomplexity. Neither of the above 
solutionswfor MIMOwtransmission concernedwmultiuser 
CPMwsystems.  

Inworderwto obtain a further improvement in energy 
efficiency, CPM was combined in classical systems with an 
external binaryiconvolutionalwencoder (CE) wandwawmapper. 
It has been shown that a CPM scheme canwbe decomposed 
into awcontinuouswphase encoder (CPE) followedwbywa 
memorylesswmodulator (MM) w [11], where the CPE is a CE 
over a ring of integers [12]. Therefore, a natural way to 
combine CPM with an outer CE is to use a CE over the same 
ring of integers. Since the CE and CPE are over the same 
algebra, wnowmapper iswneeded, and an extra coding 
gainwwaswreported [13]. 

Thewliteraturewhas discussed the aspects of increasing the 
spectral efficiency of systems employing CPM andwFDMA 
(Frequency Division Multiple Access), e.g., in [14], but STBC 
coding concatenated with convolutional codes overwring in 
multiuserwscenario has not beenwtakenwintowconsideration.  

Thiswpaperwconsiders a wireless MIMO transmission 
system in awmultiple userwenvironment. Itwinvolves a 
combinationwof non-binary convolutional codes withwSTBC 
and CPMwsignals forwtransmissionwin an uplink channel 
using the FDMAwmethod. For a more efficient available band 
utilization, the distances between individual system user 
carrierswarewreduced. Such asolution causesitheideterioration 
of transmission quality dueito the occurrenceiofiICI. In order to 
reduce the bit error rate (BER) inisuch aisystem, aicombination 
of CPM withinon-binary convolutional codes over a ring has 
been used and a low-complexity iterative algorithm for ICI 
cancellationiwasiemployed onitheireceiveriside. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a 
brief description of CPMisignals. Section 3 presentsithe 



considered system. Section 4 provides the obtained simulation 
results. The paper isisummarizediand concluded initheifinal, 5-
th Section. 

II. CONTINUOUS-PHASE MODULATION 

The generaliequationidescribing CPM signalsimayibe 
presented asifollows [1]:  
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where Es isitheienergyiper symbol, T is the modulation 
interval, f0 is the carrier frequency, ϕ0 is the initialiphase, iand 
α = (…, α-1, α0, α1, …) refersitoiaisequence of data symbols 
adopting oneiof theivaluesifromitheiset:  

 � ∈ �±1, ±2, … , ±�� − 1��  (2) 

Phase ϕ(t,α), whichicarriesiinformation, imay beidescribed 
by theifollowingiequation: 
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where hiis theimodulation indexidefining the value by 
which the phase changes inieachimodulationiinterval.  

CPMisignals areicharacterized by theifollowing parameters: 
modulationiindex h, pulse length L and phaseiresponse 
function q(t), oriitsiderivative g(t), theifrequencyiresponse 
function. iOneiof the parameters having an influence on the 
spectral characteristicsiof CPMisignals is theishapeiof a 
frequencyipulseig(t). In this paper, CPMisignals with a raised 
cosine (RC) pulse are analysed. Airaised cosine-shaped pulse 
guarantees betterispectrali featuresiof a CPM signalithania 
rectangularipulse. This isicaused by gentle phase changesiin 
the CPM signal iniconsecutiveimodulationiintervals. 

The CPMimodulatori may be performed as a cascade 
concatenation of a continuous phase encoder (CPE) iand a 
memoryless modulatori (MM). iSuch a system isiknown as the 
Rimoldiidecomposition [11]. The CPEiis aiconvolutional 
encoder that performs theifunctioniof a CPM modulator 
memory. The memoryless modulator assigns relevant signal 
shapes toisymbolsireceivedifromitheiCPE.  

To increase CPMisignals’ resistanceitoidifferentitypes of 
interference arising duringitransmission, aiconnectionibetween 
the CPMisignalimodulator system with an externaliencoderiis 
introduced. Most frequently, it isiaibinaryiconvolutionalicoder.  

The binaryiconvolutionaliencoder is connected to the 
modulator by an interleaveriandiaimapper. Theimapperiis not 
needed if the external convolutional encoder is connected to 
CPE of a CPM modulator over iheisameiringiofiintegers 
modulo-M. 

The externaliconvolutionaliencoderiCE withirateiRCE may 
be equipped with a symbol punctureriwithirateiRpct. The overall 
encodingirateiR, with theipuncturingioperationiallowed, is:  

� = ������� (4) 

The discussedimethodiofiserial concatenation of the 
external convolutional encoder and CPM guarantees a low bit 
erroriratei (BER) i [1, 11]. Itiisiobtainediwith an iterative 

receiver that makesimanyiiterations between the CPE decoder 
and theidecoderiof theiexternaliconvolutionalicodeiCE toimake 
a decision on theitransmittediinformationi[4].  

III. SYSTEMIDESCRIPTION  

In thisipaper, ian FDMA system for uplinkiwireless 
transmissioniusingiring encoded CPM signalsiisianalyzed. To 
obtain the bestispectraliefficiency of the examined systemiwith 
multipleiusers, ithe spaces between carrierifrequenciesiare 
minor. The tightiinter carrierifrequencyispacing between 
adjacentichannelsicausesistrongiICI. Toieliminateithe ICI in 
the receiver, an ICIicancelation algorithmiisiemployed. 
Therefore, it is possibleitoiobtain a high spectraliefficiencyiand 
a low bitierroriratei [14]. Asymptoticispectraliefficiency (ASE) 
can be determined, iassumingithatithe signal toinoiseiratio 
approachesiinfinity. iASE is directly proportional to the 
encoding rate of CE (RCE) and theinumber ofibits falling 
onione symbol isiinverselyiproportionalito the valueiof 
normalized spacingibetween carrierifrequencies. ASE is given 
by meansiof theifollowingiformula: 
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where Eb/N0 isithe signalito noiseiratio, R is the encoding rate, 

and ΔfT is the normalized spacingibetweeniinter carrier 

frequencies, iM-aryimodulation. 

The studiesiwere aimed at theievaluation ofitransmission 

quality in the systemiunderianalysis. Figurei1ishowsia block 

diagram ofithe proposedisystem withiSTTCicoding. 

Atitheiinput, each kth user non-binaryisequence ��, … , ��	�, is 
Convolutional Encodedioveriring (CE), interleavedi (Int.) iand 

converted intoitwo (��, T=2) parallelistreamsiin an STBC 

encoder. Eachidataistream isiconveyed toione of �� CPM 

modulators. 

AniSTBC-CPMisystem analyzed in this paperiisibased on 
Alamouti’sischemei [8]. 

Theitransmitted CPMisignal vectorican be expressed as itiwas 

showniini (6).  

   �� =  ����, ���, … , ������    (6) 

 

where nT 
 isithe numberiof transmitiantennas, iand T denotes 

theitranspose of theivectori [ ]. 
TheimodifiediAlamouti scheme [8] with transmissionimatrix 

 � =  �	� −	�∗	� 	�∗ � (7) 

isiusediin this paper for two transmit antennasiFDMAiCPM 

system. Theisignalsitransmitted by the first and secondiantennas 

into two time intervals areidescribedibyiequations �� =
 	�  − 	�∗! and �" =  	� 	�∗!irespectively. 

 In theianalyzedisystem, a MIMO channeliisiconsidered. 

Theisystemiis composed of kiusers eachiof whom transmits 

signalsivia MT transmitiantennas. Theireceiveriuses MR 

antennas. Theichannelimodel used in theisimulation takes into 
accountimultipathipropagation. Theichannelimodel has been 

implementedias aiTaped Delay Linei (TDL) iand it models a 

channel with flat fadingiandiAdditive White GaussianiNoise 

(AWGN) i [6].  



Fig. 1. Blockidiagramiofithe MU STBC FDMA-CPMisystem 

Eachireceiveiantenna receives aifaded superposition ofiMT 
simultaneouslyitransmitted signals corrupted by additiveiwhite 

Gaussianinoise. Theifading isiassumed to be flatiand 

distributediaccording to aiRayleighipdf. Theirandom path 

gainsibetween transmitiantenna m and receiveiantennaip, 

hm,p(t) areiindependenticomplex Gaussianirandomivariables 
with zero mean andivarianceiperidimensioni1/2. Theifadingiis 

slow, suchithat the ����� fadingicoefficients areiconstant 

during aiframe, butivary fromiframeitoiframe. TheiAWGN 

noiseicomponents np(t) areiindependentizero-meanicomplex 

Gaussian randomiprocessesiwith power spectralidensity N0.  
Atitheireceivingiend, theisystemiconsists of aiMIMO MMSE/ 

STBCidetector/decoderiand ailow-complexityiiterative algo-

rithm to ICIicancellationi [14].  

TheiMMSE/STC block realizes the STCidecoding and 

computesitheicostifunction, i.e., iminimizes: 
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whereiH is the matrixiof channel impulseiresponse estimates, I 
– identity matrix, N0 – spectral densityiof noiseipower, upper 
index of quantity HH denotesitheiHermitian transpose ofimatrix 
H andiit is theisum of the operations ofitranspose andicomplex 
conjugate ofitheimatrix. iSignaliy from MMSE/STCireaches 
the ICI cancellation block. The receiver carries out ICI 
cancellation through aisetiofisingle-user MAP detector/ 
remodulator blocks, as described byiPerottiietial. i [14]. The 
remodulatorsimake use of the output of the MAPidetector to 
computeithe remodulatedisignal sk

(i)
(t) relative to the kth user 

andiithiiteration. The channelidecoder performs twoiiterations 
loops. Theiinneriloop is formed by the ICIicanceller, the MAP 
detector, theiCPE SISOidecoder and theiremodulator, whileithe 
outer loopiinvolvesithe CPE SISO decoder, the non-binaryiCE 
SISOidecoder, theiinterleaver and the deinterleaveribetween 
the inner CPEidecoder and theiouter CEidecoder. ICI 
cancellationican be performediwhile executingithe decoding 
iterationsito enhanceithe receiveriperformance. Inisuchiaicase, 
after the inneriCPE decoder isiexecuted, remodulationiis 
performed. Then, iinterferenceicancellation is performed and 
the CPMireceiver, includingithe inner CPEidecoder, isiagain 
executed. Theidecoder startsidecoding a received codeiword 
executing NIC inneriiterations. iThen, itiexecutes ND times an 
outeriiterationifollowediby an inneriiteration. iThisiway, ICI 

cancellationiisiperformed as part of the decodingiiterations and 
it results inaniimproved ICIicancellationi [14]. Onitheifinal 
outeriiteration, a decision isimade on the transmittedidata 
symbols �(�, … , �(�	�. 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

TheiMonte-Carlo simulation methodiwas used toidetermine 
the BERifor the described FDMAisystem with STBCiCPM 
modulationiconcatenated with binaryiCE or CEioveriairing. 

Theisimulations haveibeen performed withithe aidiof a 
simulationiprogramiwritten in C++iusing IT++ilibraries, ver. 
4.2i [15]. Theianalysisiassumed that each user transmitsiCPM 
signals withithe sameimodulation andicoding parameters, iand 
ofiequalistrength. Itiwas assumed that the standardizedivalueiof 
the intervalibetween the carrierifrequencies oficonsecutive 

channels ΔfT inithe system isiequalito 3/4, and thatithe 
transmissioniis performedivia 8 neighboringichannelsi (FDMA 
users). The signalsiare transmittedithrough an AWGNichannel 
withispectral poweridensityiN0/2. Theitransmittedipackages 
were 1000 bits long. The simulation was stopped if atileast 100 
errorsioccurred.  

Theianalysis, for aniFDMA system withiCPM signalsiand 
CCioveriring Z4, has been performediwith referenceitobinary 
encodediCPMmodulation with theiparameters h=1/4, h L=1 
anditheiREC shape frequencyipulse. Theinumber ofiiterations 
in the receiver wasiexperimentallyifixed as a gooditrade-off 
betweenireceiver performanceiandicomplexity. Twoiiterations 
(NI=2) inithe interferenceicancellation loopihave been made 
and sixiiterations (NO=6) in theisoft outputinon-binaryiMAP 
decoder. TheiCPM modulatoriwas concatenatediwith CEiover 
ring [1, D+3, 3D+3] or aibinaryi [7, 5] encoderi (from [11]), 
both withifouristates. TheiobtainediBERiresults for the CPM-
FDMA systemsiwith CE over airingiwere comparediwith BER 
for CPM-FDMAisystemsiemploying binary CE which has the 
sameispectraliefficiencies.  

Fig. 2ipresentsiBER for systems employing convolutional 
encoded CPM modulationiconcatenatediwith STBCiencoding 

for differentinumbers of receive antennas. In thisicase, eachiof 

theieight usersitransmittedisignals viaitwo transmitiantennas, 

and the receiveriused one, two or fourireceive antennas. In this 

scenario, the error rate at the BER leveliof 10-4 obtained for 
the 2x2 system wasiworse than the one obtained for the 2x4 

systemiby about 2idB and better than the one obtained for the 

2x1 system by about 3dB. Weiobserveithat aislight 



improvement iniBER is achieved for theisystemsiusingibinary 

encoded STBC CPM signals in all cases. We can see that 

better results of BER can be obtained when concatenation 

STBC and non-binary CE was used. 

 

Fig. 2. BERiforiSTBC system (CPM: h = 1/2, M = 4, L = 1, ΔfT = 3/4), 8-
users, withiICIicancelation andidifferent numbers ofireceiveriantennas 
 

V. CONCLUSION  

In theipaper, a multiuseriSTBC FDMA-CPMisystem with 
non-binary encoding hasibeeniproposed. ThroughiMMSE-
basedimultiuseridetection and low-complexity iterativeiICI 
cancellation, iconsiderable improvementsiin both BERiare 
achieved withirespect toisingle antennaisystems, whileithe 
multiuserireceiver complexityiisikeptilow. Aiperformance 
evaluationihasibeen presented to demonstrate theisuperiority of 
theiproposedimultiuser FDM-CPMiMIMOisystem. Theistudy 
showsithat it is possible toiincrease transmissioniefficiencyiby 
using CPMimodulation andiconcatenation non-binary convolu-
tionaliencoding with STBCicodingifor MUitransmissions. 
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